One of a Kind Handmade Tiles
Southern Art Ceramics

1-17 Blowing Bubbles
R97.50
What is the approximate size of this arttile?
100 x 100 x 9mm
What is this arttile going to do for me?
Your visitors will be flabbergasted by the WOW factor!
The unexpectedness of the actual tileâ€™s design and the contrasting brushwork create a ceramic
tile that is appealing, provocative and never seen before! The variety of textures and the restrained use
of colour and brushwork will enhance any environment.
These arttiles with their natural organic lines, interesting textures and natural green tones will be the talking
point of many a conversation in your office or home. These arttiles will be the envy of many a friend or
colleague and you can be sure that it will enhance your interior to be one of a kind!
The arttiles are a blend of natural phenomena and modern artistic influences and as such can dress a
variety of buildings or design briefs.
The objects are extremely tactile and you will constantly catch yourself touching the surface. All the little
craters filled with hues of green and blues will draw you nearer for closer inspection.
If you use these arttiles as an insert or with other customized tiles from Southern Art Ceramics you can be
sure that it will revive and refresh any of your treasured environments.
Where have clients used these tiles before?
ARCHITECTURAL ENHANCEMENTS
AS ART: A few collectors of my work collect it for future use or display.
AS DÃ‰COR:Â I completed a few commissions with ceramic panels with these tiles forming part of the
brief.
AS A GIFT: Nobody will ever forget such an unexpected gift!
IN KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS: Similar arttiles were used as borders in kitchens and bathrooms.
AT FOUNTAINS: If you want a dramatic and modern backdrop for a fountain then this will be a unique
choice.
Can I customize these arttiles?
Yes, the size, shape, colour and/or decoration can be customized.
These arttiles are created using some complex techniques of add and subtract, and some artistic
license for emphasis, be appreciated!
Request a quote for your dream tile to be created.
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Do you have any special notes regarding these tiles?
Some of these arttiles might have unglazed areas as part of the design. These tiles are fired to
stoneware temperatures rendering the surface largely impervious and are extremely durable and will
be around for generations to come!
I like the â€œnewnessâ€• of the tiles and am sure that every time you look at them you will treasure
this new acquisition of yours! To own a spectacular one of a kind object like this will rekindle your
adventurous spirit, time and time again. Â
Artist statement: Gerrit Oosthuizen
The production of these handmade tiles take time ... lots of it ...!!! Reshaping, re sanding, refiring, reworking,
...!
The quantity and quality of the bubbles depends on the patient forming and shaping of the "holes" and the
distribution and coloration of the holes influence my interaction with the object when applying the decorative
brush marks. Â
The colour brief for this project entailed blue grays with the limited use of greens and blues breaking through.
I would be enthralled with a request to use bold colour, bright and saturated, and if I can find the time will
definitely develop a range with rich reds, burnt oranges and emerald greens!
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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